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Effectively analyze and manage cost and schedule risk with  RiskyProject 
Professional  

With RiskyProject you can identify, analyze, and manage all of your project risk from initial planning through to all 
phases of project execution. RiskyProject allows project planners to easily and effectively perform integrated cost and 
risk analysis using the power of Monte Carlo analysis.  

With easy to understand graphs and visualizations, you can see how risks will affect project cost, schedule and other 
parameters. Using our advanced risk management planning tools, develop risk response plans that best meet your 
goals, put them into action and monitor their effectiveness.  

RiskyProject is integrates directly with Microsoft Project®, SAFRAN, Primavera™, Project Kickstart and many others.  

 

March Discount - 20% of all purchases of RiskyProject Lite 

Intaver Institute will apply a 20% discount on all purchases of RiskyProject Lite licenses from now until through the 
month of March 2010 for all online purchases.  

 Buy RiskyProject Lite now: Limited Time offer for $319.20  

https://untrusted-app.verticalresponse.com/tmp_storage_proxy/vm-app02.sf/untrusted/6/0/3/%20http:/www.intaver.com/index-olp-buynow-us.php?step=2&code=RESMY02


 

Tips and Tricks - Creating a Risk Mitigation Waterfall Chart  

 Risk mitigation waterfall charts allow you create easy to read graphics how you planning to mitigate a potential project 
risk. The graphic includes the cost and schedule for each mitigation effort as well as how they will reduce the potential 
probability and impact of the risk. 

To create a risk mitigation waterfall chart:  

1. Open a risk in the risk register. 
2. Click the Mitigation (Waterfall Diagram) tab. 
3. For each mitigation add: name, completion date, new probability and impact, and cost.  
  



 

 

Partners in Focus - Engaged Projects  



Engagedprojects is a boutique consultancy where almost anything is possible and the answer is normally 'yes, if' 
rather than 'no'.  

The key principle engagedprojects adopts is that when it comes to technology solutions "IT's about the business". The 
business comes first, the technology just supports it. So we don't go talking about Vendors or Solutions from the start. 
We come to you, we discuss your business, understand the changes you need to make, develop the requirements and 
then look for Vendors with Solutions that fit your needs. And all the way through, we seek your confirmation that we 
are still on message and not running off in the wrong directions.  

www.engagedprojects.com.au 
enquiries@engagedprojects.com.au 
Phone: +61/0 3 9013 4103  

 

Free Risk Register Customization  

Intaver Institute will halp you set up your risk register  free of charge with  purchase of  RiskyProject Professional. The 
customization includes your default risk properties, risk categories and outcomes, and the risk matrix.  

Buy RiskyProject online now to take advantage of this offer or call 403.692.2252 to find our more details 

 

Feature Presentations and White Papers  

Adaptive Project Managment  

Originally developed by ecologists, adaptive management has become a powerful framework for project management. 
It is a structured and systematic process to continually improve decisions and practices by learning from the outcomes 
of previous decisions. Adaptive management includes a number of organizational principles, such as iterative 

http://www.engagedprojects.com.au/
mailto:equiries@engagedprojects.com.au
http://www.intaver.com/buy-riskyproject.html
http://www.intaver.com/Articles/Article_AdaptativeProjectManagement.pdf


development and avoidance of irreversible decisions. Adaptive management relies of metrics and quantitative methods 
to integrate actual project performance to the management of projects.  

Estimations in Project Management 
 
Learn about the psychology of estimation in project management. Read about few simple remedies, how you can 
improve your estimates.  
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